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[8 - 1]
OPINION: BURGER...The question presented by this appeal is whether a Massachusetts
statute, which vests in the governing bodies of churches and schools the power effectively to
veto applications for liquor licenses within a five hundred foot radius of the church or
school, violates the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment or the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
I
A
Appellee operates a restaurant located in the Harvard Square area of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The Holy Cross Armenian Catholic Parish is located adjacent to the restaurant; the back walls of
the two buildings are ten feet apart. In 1977, appellee applied to the Cambridge License
Commission for approval of an alcoholic beverages license for the restaurant.
Section 16C of Chapter 138 of the Massachusetts General Laws provides: "Premises . . . located
within a radius of five hundred feet of a church or school shall not be licensed for the sale of
alcoholic beverages if the governing body of such church or school files written objection
thereto."
Holy Cross Church objected to appellee's application, expressing concern over "having so many
licenses so near." The License Commission voted to deny the application, citing only the
objection of Holy Cross Church and noting that the church "is within 10 feet of the proposed
location."
On appeal, the Massachusetts Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission upheld the License
Commission's action. The Beverages Control Commission found that "the church's objection
under Section 16C was the only basis on which the license was denied."
Appellee then sued the License Commission and the Beverages Control Commission in United
States District Court. Relief was sought on the grounds that § 16C, on its face and as applied,
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violated the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment, the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, and the Sherman Act.
The suit was voluntarily continued pending the decision of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court in a similar challenge to § 16C, Arno v. Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission. In
Arno, the Massachusetts court characterized § 16C as delegating a "veto power" to the specified
institutions, but upheld the statute against Due Process and Establishment Clause challenges.
Thereafter, the District Court denied appellants' motion to dismiss.
On the parties' cross-motions for summary judgment, the District Court declined to follow the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court's decision in Arno. The District Court held that § 16C
violated the Due Process Clause and the Establishment Clause and held § 16C void on its face.
The District Court rejected appellee's equal protection arguments, but held that the state's actions
were not immune from antitrust review under the doctrine of Parker v. Brown. It certified the
judgment to the First Circuit Court of Appeals pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292, and the Court of
Appeals accepted certification.
A panel of the First Circuit, in a divided opinion, reversed the District Court on the Due Process
and Establishment Clause arguments, but affirmed its antitrust analysis.
Appellee's motion for rehearing en banc was granted and the en banc court, in a divided opinion,
affirmed the District Court's judgment on Establishment Clause grounds without reaching the
due process or antitrust claims.
B
The Court of Appeals noted that appellee does not contend that § 16C lacks a secular purpose,
and turned to the question of "whether the law 'has the direct and immediate effect of advancing
religion' as contrasted with 'only a remote and incidental effect advantageous to religious
institutions,' " quoting Committee for Public Education v. Nyquist1. The court concluded that §
16C confers a direct and substantial benefit upon religions by "the grant of a veto power over
liquor sales in roughly one million square feet . . . of what may be a city's most commercially
valuable sites."
The court acknowledged that § 16C "extends its benefit beyond churches to schools," but
concluded that the inclusion of schools "does not dilute the statute's forbidden religious
classification," since § 16C does not "encompass all who are otherwise similarly situated to
churches in all respects except dedication to 'divine worship.' " In the view of the Court of
Appeals, this "explicit religious discrimination" provided an additional basis for its holding that §
16C violates the Establishment Clause.
The court found nothing in the Twenty-First Amendment to alter its conclusion, and affirmed the
District Court's holding that § 16C is facially unconstitutional under the Establishment Clause of
the First Amendment.
We...affirm.
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The Supreme Court affirms the unconstitutionality of the statute. They will now tell us why.
II
A
Appellants contend that the State may, without impinging on the Establishment Clause of
the First Amendment, enforce what it describes as a "zoning" law in order to shield schools
and places of divine worship from the presence nearby of liquor dispensing establishments.
It is also contended that a zone of protection around churches and schools is essential to
protect diverse centers of spiritual, educational and cultural enrichment. It is to that end
that the State has vested in the governing bodies of all schools, public or private, and all
churches, the power to prevent the issuance of liquor licenses for any premises within 500
feet of their institutions.
Plainly schools and churches have a valid interest in being insulated from certain kinds of
commercial establishments, including those dispensing liquor. Zoning laws have long been
employed to this end, and there can be little doubt about the power of a state to regulate the
environment in the vicinity of schools, churches, hospitals and the like by exercise of reasonable
zoning laws.
We have upheld reasonable zoning ordinances regulating the location of so-called "adult"
theaters and we [have] recognized the legitimate governmental interest in protecting the
environment around certain institutions when we sustained an ordinance prohibiting willfully
making, on grounds adjacent to a school, noises which are disturbing to the good order of the
school sessions.
The zoning function is traditionally a governmental task requiring the "balancing of numerous
competing considerations," and courts should properly "refrain from reviewing the merits of
such decisions, absent a showing of arbitrariness or irrationality." Given the broad powers of
states under the Twenty-First Amendment, judicial deference to the legislative exercise of zoning
powers by a city council or other legislative zoning body is especially appropriate in the area of
liquor regulation...
However, § 16C is not simply a legislative exercise of zoning power. As the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court concluded, § 16C delegates to private, nongovernmental entities
power to veto certain liquor license applications. This is a power ordinarily vested in
agencies of government. We need not decide whether, or upon what conditions, such power
may ever be delegated to nongovernmental entities; here, of two classes of institutions to
which the legislature has delegated this important decisionmaking power, one is secular,
but one is religious. Under these circumstances, the deference normally due a legislative
zoning judgment is not merited.
B
The purposes of the First Amendment guarantees relating to religion were twofold: to
foreclose state interference with the practice of religious faiths, and to foreclose the
establishment of a state religion familiar in other Eighteenth Century systems. Religion and
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government, each insulated from the other, could then coexist. Jefferson's idea of a "wall",
quoting Reply from Thomas Jefferson to an address by a committee of the Danbury Baptist
Association (January 1, 1802) was a useful figurative illustration to emphasize the concept
of separateness. Some limited and incidental entanglement between church and state
authority is inevitable in a complex modern society, but the concept of a "wall" of
separation is a useful signpost. Here that "wall" is substantially breached by vesting
discretionary governmental powers in religious bodies.
This Court has consistently held that a statute must satisfy three criteria to pass muster under the
Establishment Clause:
First, the statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its principal or primary effect
must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion . . .; finally, the statute must not foster "an
excessive government entanglement with religion." Lemon v. Kurtzman2. Independent of the first
of those criteria, the statute, by delegating a governmental power to religious institutions,
inescapably implicates the Establishment Clause.
The purpose of § 16C, as described by the District Court, is to "protect spiritual, cultural, and
educational centers from the 'hurly-burly' associated with liquor outlets." There can be little
doubt that this embraces valid secular legislative purposes. However, these valid secular
objectives can be readily accomplished by other means either through an absolute legislative ban
on liquor outlets within reasonable prescribed distances from churches, schools, hospitals and
like institutions, or by ensuring a hearing for the views of affected institutions at licensing
proceedings where, without question, such views would be entitled to substantial weight.
Appellants argue that § 16C has only a remote and incidental effect on the advancement of
religion. The highest court in Massachusetts, however, has construed the statute as conferring
upon churches a veto power over governmental licensing authority. Section 16C gives churches
the right to determine whether a particular applicant will be granted a liquor license, or even
which one of several competing applicants will receive a license.
The churches' power under the statute is standardless, calling for no reasons, findings, or
reasoned conclusions. That power may therefore be used by churches to promote goals beyond
insulating the church from undesirable neighbors; it could be employed for explicitly religious
goals, for example, favoring liquor licenses for members of that congregation or adherents of that
faith. We can assume that churches would act in good faith in their exercise of the statutory
power, yet § 16C does not by its terms require that churches' power be used in a religiously
neutral way. "The potential for conflict inheres in the situation," Levitt v. Committee for Public
Education; and appellants have not suggested any "effective means of guaranteeing" that the
delegated power "will be used exclusively for secular, neutral, and nonideological purposes."
Committee for Public Education v. Nyquist. In addition, the mere appearance of a joint exercise
of legislative authority by Church and State provides a significant symbolic benefit to religion in
the minds of some by reason of the power conferred. It does not strain our prior holdings to say
that the statute can be seen as having a "primary" and "principal" effect of advancing religion.
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Turning to the third phase of the inquiry called for by Lemon v. Kurtzman, we see that we have
not previously had occasion to consider the entanglement implications of a statute vesting
significant governmental authority in churches. This statute enmeshes churches in the exercise of
substantial governmental powers contrary to our consistent interpretation of the Establishment
Clause; "the objective is to prevent, as far as possible, the intrusion of either Church or State into
the precincts of the other." Lemon v. Kurtzman. We went on in that case to state: “Under our
system the choice has been made that government is to be entirely excluded from the area of
religious instruction and churches excluded from the affairs of government. The Constitution
decrees that religion must be a private matter for the individual, the family, and the institutions of
private choice, and that while some involvement and entanglement are inevitable, lines must be
drawn.”
...The core rationale underlying the Establishment Clause is preventing "a fusion of
governmental and religious functions." Abington Township v. Schempp.3 The Framers did not set
up a system of government in which important, discretionary governmental powers would be
delegated to or shared with religious institutions.
Section 16C substitutes the unilateral and absolute power of a church for the reasoned
decisionmaking of a public legislative body acting on evidence and guided by standards, on
issues with significant economic and political implications. The challenged statute thus
enmeshes churches in the processes of government and creates the danger of "political
fragmentation and divisiveness along religious lines." Lemon v. Kurtzman. Ordinary human
experience and a long line of cases teach that few entanglements could be more offensive to
the spirit of the Constitution.
The judgment of the Court of Appeals is affirmed.
DISSENT: REHNQUIST...Dissenting opinions in previous cases have commented that "great"
cases, like "hard" cases, make bad law. Today's opinion suggests that a third class of cases—silly
cases—also make bad law. The Court wrenches from the decision of the Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court the word "veto," and rests its conclusion on this single term. The aim of this effort
is to prove that a quite sensible Massachusetts liquor zoning law is apparently some sort of
sinister religious attack on secular government...I dissent.
In its original form, § 16C imposed a flat ban on the grant of an alcoholic beverages licenses to
any establishment located within 500 feet of a church or a school. This statute represented a
legislative determination that worship and liquor sales are generally not compatible uses of land.
The majority concedes, as I believe it must, that "an absolute legislative ban on liquor outlets
within reasonable prescribed distances from churches, schools, hospitals, and like institutions"
would be valid. California v. LaRue (Stewart, J., concurring).
Over time, the legislature found that it could meet its goal of protecting people engaged in
religious activities from liquor-related disruption with a less absolute prohibition. Rather than set
out elaborate formulae or require an administrative agency to make findings of fact, the
legislature settled on the simple expedient of asking churches to object if a proposed liquor outlet
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would disturb them. Thus, under the present version of § 16C, a liquor outlet within 500 feet of a
church or school can be licensed unless the affected institution objects. The flat ban, which the
majority concedes is valid, is more protective of churches and more restrictive of liquor sales
than the present § 16C.
The evolving treatment of the grant of liquor licenses to outlets located within 500 feet of a
church or a school seems to me to be the sort of legislative refinement that we should
encourage, not forbid in the name of the First Amendment. If a particular church or a
particular school located within the 500 foot radius chooses not to object, the state has quite
sensibly concluded that there is no reason to prohibit the issuance of the license. Nothing in
the Court's opinion persuades me why the more rigid prohibition would be constitutional,
but the more flexible not.
The Court rings in the metaphor of the "wall between church and state," and the "three part test"
developed in Walz v. Tax Commission4, to justify its result. However, by its frequent reference to
the statutory provision as a "veto," the Court indicates a belief that § 16C effectively constitutes
churches as third houses of the Massachusetts legislature. Surely we do not need a three part test
to decide whether the grant of actual legislative power to churches is within the proscription of
the Establishment Clause of the First and Fourteenth Amendments. The question in this case is
not whether such a statute would be unconstitutional, but whether § 16C is such a statute. The
Court in effect answers this question in the first sentence of its opinion without any discussion or
statement of reasons. I do not think the question is so trivial that it may be answered by simply
affixing a label to the statutory provision.
Section 16C does not sponsor or subsidize any religious group or activity. It does not encourage,
much less compel, anyone to participate in religious activities or to support religious institutions.
To say that it "advances" religion is to strain at the meaning of that word.
The Court states that § 16C "advances" religion because there is no guarantee that objections will
be made "in a religiously neutral way." It is difficult to understand what the Court means by this.
The concededly legitimate purpose of the statute is to protect citizens engaging in religious and
educational activities from the incompatible activities of liquor outlets and their patrons. The
only way to decide whether these activities are incompatible with one another in the case of a
church is to ask whether the activities of liquor outlets and their patrons may interfere with
religious activity; this question cannot, in any meaningful sense, be "religiously neutral." In this
sense, the flat ban of the original § 16C is no different from the present version. Whether the ban
is unconditional or may be invoked only at the behest of a particular church, it is not "religiously
neutral" so long as it enables a church to defeat the issuance of a liquor license when a similarly
situated bank could not do the same. The state does not, in my opinion, "advance" religion by
making provision for those who wish to engage in religious activities, as well as those who
wish to engage in educational activities, to be unmolested by activities at a neighboring bar
or tavern that have historically been thought incompatible.
The Court is apparently concerned for fear that churches might object to the issuance of a license
for "explicitly religious" reasons, such as "favoring liquor licenses for members of that
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congregation or adherents of that faith."* If a church were to seek to advance the interests of its
members in this way, there would be an occasion to determine whether it had violated any right
of an unsuccessful applicant for a liquor license. But our ability to discern a risk of such abuse
does not render § 16C violative of the Establishment Clause. The state can constitutionally
protect churches from liquor for the same reasons it can protect them from fire.
The heavy First Amendment artillery that the Court fires at this sensible and unobjectionable
Massachusetts statute is both unnecessary and unavailing. I would reverse the judgment of the
Court of Appeals.
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